Overturning plans for an evil New World Order
By Robert David Steele, American Herald Tribune, November 2017
The Zionists are dancing again. [1] They think they have captured the President of the United
States of America [2] – he appears to be their “shiksa” [3] – while accelerating the arming of
Saudi Arabia with nuclear weapons [4] and reinforcing the Kurds to the point that the Kurds
are now certain of their independence. [5] When Kurdistan is a completely autonomous state,
with or without a nuclear exchange between Saudi Arabia and Iran –Israel will have done to
Iran and Iraq and Turkey what it has done to Syria in the Golan Heights, via proxy. It will also
control, via proxy, 20% of the oil sourced to the Middle East, while sending another 40 million
refugees into Europe, as facilitated by the Barcelona Declaration in 1995. [6]
The Khazarian Mafia – the financial crime families that have captured all governments through
a combination of central banking control and the subversion of the leading political parties that
shut out 70% of their own voters to give the 1% control over every Western government from
Australia to Canada to Europe to the UK and USA – is not dancing. The Western financial
system is within weeks of a major collapse as all of the bubbles pop at once. [7] Perhaps even
more significant, in the aftermath of the total destruction of Harvey Weinstein, the Jewish mafia
in the USA is finished, “Jewish privilege is now history,” [8] and the larger US purge can begin,
perhaps starting with dual-citizen Zionists holding Top Secret clearances and now employed
by the Departments of State and Defense, and the US secret intelligence services. On a positive
note, a global financial re-set appears pre-planned and ready to be rolled out.
I do not believe Israel – a fabricated [9] heavily-subsidized [10] state completely lacking in
ethics at the top [11[ – can win World War III (WWIII), provided we all agree on some central
possibilities for peace. Both the Zionists (not to be confused with peace-loving Jewish citizens
of all countries) and the Khazarian Mafia are on the verge of being destroyed….the death of
the Deep State is possible between now and 2020. [12]
Do not under-estimate the independence, will, or unpredictability of President Donald Trump.
To this I would add, do not under-estimate the intelligence and integrity of President Donald
Trump, President Vladimir Putin, and General Secretary Xi Jinping.
I believe it is possible to help the legitimately-elected President of the United States of America
(USA) put down the Deep State and purge the Zionist forces now corrupting all US institutions,
but in order to do this, to stop the treasonous assault on all of us, and to assure peace and
prosperity for all in our time, the BRICS+ as well as, ideally, the African Union, the
Association of South East Asian Nations (ASEAN), the European Union (EU), the Nordic
Council, and the Union of South American Nations (UNASUR) should embrace seven
possibilities.
1. Central Banks must be nationalized. Governments have not done this to date because the
Deep State has bribed, blackmailed, and manipulated the elected leaders in charge of keeping
the public quiet. Election reform [13] combined with Presidential pardons for all who give up
their Zionist and secret intelligence blackmailers will liberate governments from external
powers. [14] A debt jubilee and the end of absentee landlords would be good for all. Land
should be a community asset and not for sale to outsiders. Central banks fronting for the

Khazarian Mafia are the primary antagonists who promote war as a profit center on the one
hand, and loot public treasuries and national economies with impunity on the other. [15]
2. The US public is the center of gravity for world peace – and wants world peace.Donald
Trump knows this and is on record as saying that world peace “would be the best deal.” [16]
A post-Google Internet [17] with four elements is absolutely essential if the US public is to be
empowered to do what it actually wants: achieve peace abroad and prosperity for the 99% at
home: [18]
• Cyber-Value – encrypted means of storing and sharing value of all kinds inclusive of
location, labor hours, and subject matter expertise
• Cyber-Voice – encrypted means for individuals to vote and exchange views without
censorship at all levels from local to global
• Cyber-Tools – encrypted and integrated set of analytic decision-support tools for multimedia, multi-lingual data ingestion and exploitation [19]
• Cyber-Intelligence – encrypted truthful information that cannot be censored or
manipulated, relevant to all threats, policies, and costs. [20]
3. The Deep State (Khazarian Mafia and Zionists) – not Cuba, not Iran, not Libya, not
North Korea, and certainly not Russia, are the enemy. The US public is increasingly
realizing what foreign publics have known for a very long time: it is the Deep State that treats
war as a profit center, and the Khazarian Mafia as well as the Zionists (leveraging the
Freemasons and the Knights of Malta and the US secret intelligence services) that bribe,
blackmail, and manipulate Members of the US Congress that are in the aggregate the root cause
of misery, war, and waste around the globe. [21] The time has come to help the US public
understand what has been done in its name and at its expense, including the theft of $21 trillion
dollars from the US public by the Deep State, [22] and the “Gold War” on Russia from 1998
to 2001. [23]
4. Restructuring the Middle East appears central to achieving peace in our time.Central
to the achievement of peace in the Middle East, in my view, is the need to eliminate the role of
the USA as subsidizer of both Arab despots and Zionist fanatics. Equally central is the need to
stop the devastation occurring across the region at the hands of Saudi Arabia (Syria, Yemen)
and Israel (Syria, Palestine, the planned Kurdish invasion of Iran and Iraq). As long as a
majority of the US public does not understand that the US, Saudi Arabia, and Israel created the
Islamic State of Iraq and Syria (ISIS), the necessary momentum in favor of truth is not being
achieved. [24]
5. We must stop wasting resources on organizations such as the United Nations. In
combination with a post-Google Internet, it is now possible for local communities to achieve
infinite wealth and perpetual peace through the application of Holistic Analytics, True Cost
Economics, and Open Source Everything Engineering (OSEE), while avoiding the charity
fraud and waste associated with most if not all non-governmental organizations – on the order
of 80-90%. Micro-cash delivered to the village level, plus OSEE, equals infinite wealth at the
local level [25] -- and it keeps all those illegal immigrants home, as long as we disenfranchise
dictators.

6. An Open Source Agency (OSA) funded at $2 billion a year in one location, and related
OSAs supporting each continental power grouping, is how we achieve global peace and
prosperity within a decade. [26] It has been clearly established that infinite wealth (and
consequently perpetual peace) is achievable for the 99% now abused by the 1%, at 10% of the
cost of the existing Western paradigm that is 50% waste and 90% profit for the 1%. [27] Free
energy and unlimited desalinated water is a starting point relevant to Somalia, Yemen, and so
many other zones of conflict.
7. Donald Trump is the ultimate Wild Card. I have not given up on Donald Trump, and
neither should all foreign leaders capable of engaging him. From the list price of Boeing aircraft
to the inherent evil of the United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO), [29] Donald Trump’s instincts are much more in alignment with those of Iran than
most people realize. The Zionists manipulated the USA into supporting a chemical war
between Iraq and Iran and are now trying to manipulate the USA into supporting a nuclear war
between Saudi Arabia and Iran. This insanity can be stopped but only by recognizing that the
US public is “ground zero” and Donald Trump is potentially the key player in putting a stake
into the heart of the Deep State and rampant Zionism as well as other weaponized religions or
religious sects.[28]
The End Game
The Zionists have recently over-played their hand in the USA and the way is open for a purge
of all Zionists from all key positions, not only in the US Government (USG) but across the
banking, commercial, educational, and entertainment sectors as well.
In combination the Las Vegas atrocities (a false flag terrorist event combining the actors and
methods of 9/11 with the false narrative of the John F. Kennedy (JFK) assassination) [30] and
recent proposed legislation seeking to make it a felony – the most serious crime in America
with onerous long prison terms – to criticize Israel and speak openly of boycotting Israel [31]
– have opened the Zionists in the USA to such a purge.
The attempts to force President Trump to invade Syria, give Saudi Arabia nuclear arms to use
against Iran, and launch a pre-emptive attack on North Korea all appear to have back-fired. If
President Trump was resistant to the fact of the evil within our ranks being Zionist in nature,
Las Vegas in all probability spelled the death of Benjamin Netanyahu’s influence within the
USA and over President Donald Trump. A Trump-Kim Summit backed discreetly by Xi and
Putin will seal the deal – the Great Powers are closing the Khazarians down and putting the
Zionists back into a very small box.
It would be most helpful if the leaders of the peer competitors of the USA were to recognize
that this war must be won in the hearts and minds of US citizens, not with propaganda, but with
the truth that shall make us all free from Satanic forces (John 8:32).
The Open Source Way is the way of clarity, diversity, integrity, and sustainability. By arming
US citizens first, and then all citizens, with the truth – including the truth about the depravities
and true costs of the Western socio-economic paradigm that destroys communities, families,
and societies, we open a path toward truth and reconciliation, toward shared peace and
prosperity in which happiness, imagination, and a grasp of the infinite yield a oneness with

God and the Cosmos in which corruption and crime, perversions, war and waste, have no place.
[32]
Donald Trump is the Wild Card. Wild Cards can take many forms. Donald Trump is at a fork
in the road – he can continue to tolerate the Deep State, or he can destroy the Deep State. I
pray that God gives him the light to be right with his family, his country, and the Cosmic Forces
within which humanity is a grand experiment in consciousness, faith, and integrity.
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